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Exchange of best experience
OUR PARTNERS

INTERNATIONAL
- The International Labour Organization
- Haute Ecole spécialisée de Sion (Valais)
- The Global Apprenticeship Network (GAN)
- Union of Swiss Entrepreneurs

LOCAL
- RA Ministry of Education, Science, Culture and Sport
- Union of Employers, enterprises
Prime actions

- **Elaboration and teaching of 2 modules**
  - Guides, training

- **Link with enterprises**
  - Meetings, site visits

- **Apprenticeship with the employer**
  - Elaboration of contracts, portfolio

- **Raising awareness among the public**
  - Elaboration of films, radio and TV programmes, “Best Apprentice” award
SLOGANS

- Competitive apprentice - available job
- Apprenticeship: return to the roots
- Learning by working
- Apprenticeship: a trusted way to become a master
- Apprenticeship: the connection of generations
- A true way of ensuring generation exchange of masters
- Apprenticeship: a short path to self-realization
- Apprenticeship: a traditional school for shaping masters
- Apprenticeship: continuing the traditions of masters
- Master and apprentice: the art of creating together
- Apprenticeship: study and work at the same time
- Apprenticeship, conscious professional orientation

- Apprenticeship: a tested method of teaching
- Apprenticeship: a traditional school of masters
- Apprenticeship: we learn by doing
- Apprenticeship: we do do tell things, we do things.
- Master and apprentice: different generations work together
- Master and apprentice: the best way of professional generation change
- Apprenticeship: practical education
- Apprenticeship: school of professional life
- Apprenticeship: school of professional and real life
- Master and apprentice: professional harmony
- Apprenticeship: when your future is predictable
- Master and apprentice: when the future is being built today
- Apprenticeship: when you see the future today
- Apprenticeship: help the youth settle in their homeland
- Apprenticeship: returning to our educational traditions
Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I remember. Involve me and I learn.

-Benjamin Franklin